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_ New Omicron virus mutation and a hawkish Jerome Powell turned November 
into a rather negative month for most asset classes. 

_ Whether this is considered a good entry point largely depends on one’s as-

sessment of Omicron and inflation.  

_ At this point we see no need to revise our forecasts for the coming year. Mod-
erate interest yield increases and further economic growth again speak for eq-

uities.   

 

1 / Market overview 

This issue of Investment Traffic Lights is once again a quarterly edition in which the focus is on strategic forecasts rather than 

tactical ones. In this year-end issue we present the full-year forecasts for 2022. But before we look forward to the outlook, a 

little look back.  

It took until the last trading day of November for the S&P 500 to join the fate of most other stock indexes and slide into negative 

territory for the month. New Covid-19 worries, especially the appearance of the Omicron variant, were part of it. But Fed 

Chairman Jerome Powell also did his bit to alarm investors, announcing at a Senate hearing that the word "transitory" was no 

longer appropriate when talking about the current inflation trend. And he added, for good measure, that if necessary, Fed 

asset purchases could be scaled back more quickly than previously communicated.    

The two late-month shocks were not the first of November’s surprises. The markets became more volatile. The S&P 500 

gyrated, according to the Vix volatility index, more than at any time since March, and the U.S. bond market, as measured by 

MOVE, fluctuated more than at any time since March 2020. Unlike a year ago, when a new U.S. president was elected after 

a fractious election campaign, politics played only a subordinate role. The coalition agreement that helped form a future Ger-

man government was noted with a shrug of the shoulders while in Washington wrangling over the debt ceiling and fiscal 

packages proved tiring rather than inspiring. Higher corporate taxes were put off the table, seemingly, for now.  

The corporate reporting season was rather good. Apart from that, three factors set the nervy tone. First, the latest accelerating 

wave of Covid infections provoked new restrictions in many countries, even before Omicron appeared. Second was the further 

rise in inflation. And third came the reaction of the central banks whose communication skills faced a particularly severe test. 

The challenge was to make it clear to the public that they were taking the record-high inflation figures – a 30-year high of 6.2% 

in the U.S. and the highest inflation since the introduction of the euro, 4.9%, in the euro zone – sufficiently seriously without 

frightening markets into believing that tighter monetary policy was going to kill growth.1 All in all, communication did not go 

badly, but there were some slips, such as the Bank of England’s hike-no hike back and forth.  

The ultimate result was a retreat from risk and flight to safety. Bund and Treasury yields ended their rally despite increasing 

inflation concern as government bonds were again sought after as safe havens. In contrast, risk premiums on corporate, 

 
1 Bloomberg Finance L.P.; as of 11/30/21 
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peripheral and emerging market bonds widened. With a drop of 1%, U.S. high-yield bonds had their worst month since Sep-

tember 2020.2 

On the stock markets, the nervousness triggered by Omicron helped to ensure that growth stocks once again clearly outper-

formed cyclical stocks. This ultimately also explains why the Nasdaq, as least, was able to end the month in positive territory. 

Once again, however, it was commodities that proved most turbulent. The Brent crude oil price fell by 16.4% in the month, its 

biggest plunge since March 2020.3 And coal was kicked down a mineshaft, not least by COP26, with its price falling by almost 

half.  

After its volatility and weak finish, November could be read in two ways by shareholders. Either markets have taken a breather 

before launching forward in a cherished year-end rally. Or they have been forced into a longer-lasting and perhaps long 

overdue reassessment of current risks.  

Our view is that the year-end rally is unlikely to be a foregone conclusion this year. It would take some intrepid investors to 

make it happen. 

2 / Outlook and changes 

As the following asset class forecasts are strategic (for end 2022) and were put together in the third week of November, they 

are not intended to give tactical responses to the new Omicron variant of Covid, or to Jerome Powell’s recent testimony to the 

Senate in which he chose to drop the word “transitory” when describing current inflation. While the data on Omicron is not yet 

sufficient to make a thorough assessment, we would assume that it will not derail our forecasts significantly.  

2.1 Fixed income 

Though 2022 is shaping up to be another year of low yields and persistent monetary support, at the margin we believe this 

support will be decreasing. We therefore expect more volatility in rates markets. In short, we stick to our short duration bias 

with focus on higher yielding credit which should offer an attractive carry and some spread tightening potential. The U.S.-

Treasury curve should gradually flatten with yields at the short end increasing slightly faster than longer term yields. Higher 

Eurozone periphery spreads are expected due to less ECB buying.  

Starting with short rates and central bank policy, we expect rate hikes by the Fed and the Bank of England, but no hikes by 

the Bank of Japan and the ECB. The Fed’s tapering will be finished, in our view, by July 2022 at the latest. In 2023 we see as 

many as three further hikes following. The Fed estimates the terminal rate to be 2.5%, our estimate is slightly lower.   

For the Eurozone, we expect the Pandemic Emergency Purchasing Program (PEPP) to end in the spring, though it will be 

partly replaced by an augmented Asset Purchase Program (APP). The net result should be that ECB quantitative easing (QE) 

in 2022 will be at about half its 2021 level. We do not expect interest rate rises during the next two years. In the UK we expect 

the first rate hike already in 2021, with two further steps to follow in 2022. 

For longer rates we expect the economic recovery and continuing inflation pressures to push the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield 

to 2.0% amid higher volatility, driven by the Covid news flow and geopolitics. We have raised our 10-year Bund target from 

zero to 0.2% and see slightly higher spreads in the EU periphery given the likely reduction in the ECB’s QE.   

CREDIT 

While the valuations of U.S. and Euro Investment Grade and High Yield bonds cannot be described as cheap, they continue 

to benefit from solid fundamentals, carry, lower supply and ongoing investor demand. In our view their default rates may 

 
2 Bloomberg Finance L.P. (LF98OAS Index); as of 11/30/21 
3 Bloomberg Finance L.P.; as of 11/30/21 
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decline and they may also have some slight spread tightening potential, and therefore offer the possibility of a positive strategic 

return.  

On emerging markets, we remain positive despite Chinese weakness. Sovereign bonds should continue to benefit from ele-

vated commodity prices and the fact that many countries still have fiscal and monetary flexibility. Among the roughly 80 

countries in the EM universe, relatively few are particularly exposed to idiosyncratic risks – such as Argentina and Turkey, 

and the pressures from US-China-Taiwan and Russia-Ukraine tensions. We have increased our spread forecast by 20 basis 

points (bp) to 320 bp but this leaves an attractive absolute return potential on a 12-month horizon. The EM corporate sector 

has been negatively affected by Chinese property sector weakness and a sell-off in respective high-yield credits. Other areas 

are less affected. We again remain positive and expect the index spread to remain unchanged at 290 bp.  

We also see the EUR/USD exchange rate remaining little changed at 1.20. In the short run the euro could weaken but in the 

medium term the shrinking growth differential between the US and the Eurozone should work in the Euro’s favor. 

2.2 Equities 

2021 has been a pleasant surprise for equity investors with year-to-date (YTD) returns reaching over 15% in USD terms 

globally.4 We believe the earnings growth of MSCI World stocks will probably rise by 45% in 2021 – double the amount 

expected at the start of the year. Economic reopening, stimulus, rising commodity prices and digital transformation have 

provoked stunning upward revisions of earnings per share (EPS) results during the past three reporting seasons.  

As a result of this extraordinary growth, we believe 2022 price earnings (PE) valuation levels are unlikely to rise further. 

Instead, they should remain stable in our view but at the record-high levels to which extraordinary fiscal and monetary policy 

and negative real interest rates pushed them already in 2020. Similarly, unprecedented differences in valuations within the 

equity market have not normalized during 2021. This is exemplified by the persisting 50% valuation discount of “value” versus 

currently far more popular “growth” stocks.5  

Equity markets have been on steroids – massive monetary and fiscal stimulus – for many years. This will start to change in 

2022. Financial markets will have to go through something of a detox – a multi-year, gradual reversal of ultra-loose monetary 

and fiscal policy. The Fed has so far communicated this very cautiously. Financial markets are already discounting a comple-

tion of tapering by mid-2022 and one or two interest rate hikes by December 2022. In 2022 and beyond we still expect negative 

real rates to persist while forward PE multiples decline slowly. Exceptional policymaking and extremely loose financial condi-

tions will stay for quite some time; thus TINA6 will remain equities’ best friend. 

Our year-end 2022 targets are 5,000 for the S&P 500 and 17,000 for the DAX40. We expect meaningful valuation discounts 

between most markets and the U.S. to remain in place. Global earnings growth should moderate from the stunning 45% we 

mentioned above in 2021 towards a more pedestrian 7% in 2022, most of which should be driven by price increases and a 

recovery in cyclical demand. Unlike in 2021 we see little room for additional gains in margins given the elevated profitability 

levels already achieved. As the political debate remains inconclusive, we no longer assume that taxes on S&P earnings will 

rise.  

REGIONS 

It would be tempting to bet against the U.S. market given its multi-year outperformance. But we nevertheless enter 2022 

without a preference for any particular region as the U.S. focus on shareholder value and innovation, and companies’ willing-

ness to buy back shares, remains unmatched elsewhere. To diversify portfolios from the U.S. mega-cap platforms we have 

recently upgraded U.S. small caps to overweight, attracted by their over-representation of cyclical, commodity, and financial 

sector exposure.   

We forecast high single-digit German, European and Japanese earnings growth in 2022. And yet we struggle to identify 

triggers that would excite investors and make these markets outperform the S&P 500. For emerging markets, we feel that the 

 
4 Bloomberg Finance L.P.; as of 11/30/21 
5 Bloomberg Finance L.P.; as of 11/30/21 
6 There Is No Alternative (for equities).  
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worst should be over, with monetary and fiscal loosening pending in China and Japan, regulatory uncertainty fading in China, 

and Asian economies reopening for tourism. In addition, structural reforms in India are beginning to have a beneficial impact. 

SECTORS  

We stick to our sectoral barbell strategy: overweighting IT as the global digital transformation is still ongoing as well as over-

weighting cyclical sub-sectors, such as automotive, commodity chemicals and oil services, as the coming quarters should 

benefit from easing supply chain constraints. However, an expected slowing of economic activity towards a more normal 

potential growth rate in 2023 might force a repositioning toward more defensive sectors in the second half of 2022.  

We believe that companies with favorable ESG scores or those that help mitigate climate change risks should continue to 

receive investor attention in 2022. As a new post-Covid growth theme we believe that focusing on the “next generation“ of 

consumers, who are buying better quality and sustainable goods and are shopping more online may be a viable consideration.  

RISKS 

When it comes to generating returns, we think there will continue to be no good alternative to equities. But that does not mean 

they are without risks. It might even be argued that the benign base-case scenario that we see is the least likely to occur, and 

that the probability of a severe deviation to the downside or the upside in 2022 is higher than usual.  

In our opinion, interest rates and inflation will remain the key factors. Inflation is affecting equity returns in various ways. Most 

companies pass rising input costs on to customers and see the potential for higher revenues and probably profits, too. There-

fore, we feel that picking stocks with operating leverage and pricing power will be key in 2022. The impact of potentially more 

persistent inflation on PE multiples is, however, less clear. Higher inflation expectations create the risk of volatile and rising 

interest rates which could result in pronounced PE compression for long-duration stocks, in, for example, IT, communication, 

regulated utilities, and listed infrastructure.  

Furthermore, we are concerned by the lack of fundamental anchors for valuations in many crypto and EV-car assets. Momen-

tum, fear-of-missing-out and retail exuberance might persist for quite some time. It is difficult to know when these bubbles 

might burst. But we see them as an accident in the making.  

2.3 Alternatives 

We expect oil to trade sideways, yet volatile, in the coming 12 months, as supply is likely to adapt swiftly to demand. Supply 

from almost all regions can be increased, which we mostly expect in the second half of 2022 to happen. We expect gold to 

decline. While real interest rates are likely to remain negative, we expect the combination of rising nominal rates, an improving 

macroeconomic climate and tapering of asset purchases by the Fed to drive investor allocations away from gold over the next 

12 months, causing the gold price to fall slightly from its current level to USD 1750 per oz. 

For other alternative investments the economic and monetary backdrop appears to be more favorable in our view. The infra-

structure segment continues to attract investors thanks to its good ability to adapt to rising prices. And we also continue to 

see many interesting niches in real estate. In addition to the logistics space, this includes, in particular, affordable, sustainable 

housing close to major cities.  

2.4 ESG developments  

The COP26 climate summit in Glasgow in November was important not just for Environmental Social and Governance (ESG) 

issues but also for financial markets broadly. In our opinion the outcome achieved more than expected, but less than needed. 

The private sector, too, must act and not merely wait for government initiatives.  

Within finance some useful programs have begun. One is called the Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative (NZAM), which DWS 

joined in December 2020. The initiative now consists of 220 asset managers representing over $57 trillion in assets under 

management.7 The project has clear ramifications. Of DWS’s total assets under management some 35.4% fulfil the conditions 

 
7 https://www.netzeroassetmanagers.org/# 
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to be managed towards net-zero emissions.8 For these assets, DWS is seeking to achieve a 50% reduction in weighted 

average inflation-adjusted financial carbon intensity (WACI adj.) related to Scope 1 + 2 emissions by 2030, compared to the 

base year, 2019.9 DWS utilizes the Science Based Targets Initiative (SBTi) framework, which is considered a credible and 

robust foundation, providing clear guidance on expected assets in scope and target ambition levels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 DWS puts 35.4% or EUR 281.3 bn of total Assets under Management as per December 31, 2020 in scope to be managed towards Net Zero; Source: DWS 

Investment GmbH 
9 https://plana.earth/academy/what-are-scope-1-2-3-emissions/ 
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3 / Past performance of major financial assets  

 TOTAL RETURN OF MAJOR FINANCIAL ASSETS YEAR-TO-DATE AND PAST MONTH 
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Past performance is not indicative of future returns.  

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and DWS Investment GmbH as of 11/30/21 
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4 / Tactical and strategic signals 

THE FOLLOWING EXHIBIT DEPICTS OUR SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM POSITIONING  

4.1 Fixed income 

Rates 
1 to 3  

months 
until Dec 

2022  Spreads 
1 to 3  

months 
until Dec 

2022 

U.S. Treasuries (2-year)  


Spain (10-year)1  

U.S. Treasuries (10-year)  


Italy (10-year)1  

U.S. Treasuries (30-year)  


U.S. investment grade  

German Bunds (2-year)  


U.S. high yield  

German Bunds (10-year)  


Euro investment grade1  

German Bunds (30-year)  


Euro high yield1  

UK Gilts (10-year)  


Asia credit  

Japanese government  
bonds (2-year) 

 



Emerging-market credit  

Japanese government  
bonds (10-year) 

 



Emerging-market  
sovereigns 

 

Secritized / specialities 
1 to 3  

months 
until Dec 

2022  Currencies 
1 to 3  

months 
until Dec 

2022 

Covered bonds1  


EUR vs. USD  

U.S. high yield municipal bonds  


USD vs. JPY  

U.S. mortgage-backed securities  


EUR vs. JPY  

       EUR vs. GBP  

    GBP vs. USD  

    USD vs. CNY  

4.2 Equities 

Regions 
1 to 3  

months2 
until Dec 

2022  Sectors 
1 to 3  

months2 

United States3  


Consumer staples12 

Europe4  


Healthcare13 

Eurozone5 
 



Communication ser-
vices14 



Germany6  


Utilities15 

Switzerland7  


Consumer discretionary16 

United Kingdom (UK)8  


Energy17 

Emerging markets9  


Financials18 

Asia ex Japan10  


Industrials19 

Japan11  


Information technology20 

Style 
1 to 3  

months   
Materials21 

U.S. small caps23 

  Real estate22 

European small caps24 
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4.3 Alternatives 

Alternatives  
1 to 3  

months 
until Dec 

2022 

Commodities25  

Oil (WTI)  

Gold  

Infrastructure  

Real estate (listed)  

Real estate (non-listed) APAC26   

Real estate (non-listed) Europe26   

Real estate (non-listed)  
United States26 

  

 
1 Spread over German Bunds, 2 Relative to the MSCI AC World Index (only for the tactical signals),3 S&P 500, 4 Stoxx Europe 600, 5 Euro Stoxx 50, 6 Dax, 7 Swiss 

Market Index, 8 FTSE 100, 9 MSCI Emerging Markets Index, 10 MSCI AC Asia ex Japan Index, 11 MSCI Japan Index, 12 MSCI AC World Consumer Staples Index, 
13 MSCI AC World Health Care Index, 14 MSCI AC World Communication Services Index, 15 MSCI AC World Utilities Index, 16 MSCI AC World Consumer Discre-

tionary Index, 17 MSCI AC World Energy Index, 18 MSCI AC World Financials Index, 19 MSCI AC World Industrials Index, 20 MSCI AC World Information Technology 

Index, 21 MSCI AC World Materials Index, 22 MSCI AC World Real Estate Index, 23 Russell 2000 Index relative to the S&P 500, 24 Stoxx Europe Small 200 relative 

to the Stoxx Europe 600, 25 Relative to the Bloomberg Commodity Index, 26 Long-term investments 

4.4 Legend 

TACTICAL VIEW (1 TO 3 MONTHS) 

_ The focus of our tactical view for fixed income is on trends in bond prices. 

_ ⚫ Positive view 

_ ⚫ Neutral view 

_ ⚫ Negative view 

STRATEGIC VIEW UNTIL DECEMBER 2022 

_ The focus of our strategic view for sovereign bonds is on bond prices. 

_ For corporates, securitized/specialties and emerging-market bonds in U.S. dollars, the signals depict the option-adjusted 

spread over U.S. Treasuries. For bonds denominated in euros, the illustration depicts the spread in comparison with 

German Bunds. Both spread and sovereign-bond-yield trends influence the bond value. For investors seeking to profit 

only from spread trends, a hedge against changing interest rates may be a consideration.  

_ The colors illustrate the return opportunities for long-only investors. 

_ ⚫ Positive return potential for long-only investors  

_ ⚫ Limited return opportunity as well as downside risk 

_ ⚫ Negative return potential for long-only investors 
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GLOSSARY 

The asset purchase programme (APP) refers to purchases of marketable debt instruments by the ECB. 
 
The Bank of England (BoE) is the central bank of the United Kingdom. 
 
The Bank of Japan (BoJ) is the central bank of Japan. 
 
One basis point equals 1/100 of a percentage point. 
 
The Bloomberg Commodity Index (BCOM) traces 23 commodities and reflects commodity futures price movements. 
 
Brent crude is a grade of crude oil dominant in the European market. 
 
Bunds is a commonly used term for bonds issued by the German federal government with a maturity of 10 years. 
 
The carry (of an asset) is the cost or benefit from holding the asset. 
 
The CBOE Volatility Index (Vix) is a trademarked ticker symbol for the Chicago Board Options Exchange Market Volatility Index. It is a popular 
measure of the volatility of the S&P 500 as implied in the short-term option prices on the index. 

 
The 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference, also known as COP26 
 
The Dax is a blue-chip stock-market index consisting of the 40 major German companies trading on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. 
The default rate refers to the proportion of borrowers who cannot service their loans. 
 
Emerging markets (EM) are economies not yet fully developed in terms of, amongst others, market efficiency and liquidity. 
 
Investors increasingly take environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria into account when analyzing companies in order to identify 
non-financial risks and opportunities. 
 
The euro (EUR) is the common currency of states participating in the Economic and Monetary Union and is the second most held reserve 
currency in the world after the dollar. 
 
The Euro Stoxx 50 is an index that tracks the performance of blue-chip stocks in the Eurozone. 
 
The European Central Bank (ECB) is the central bank for the Eurozone. 
 
The Eurozone is formed of 19 European Union member states that have adopted the euro as their common currency and sole legal tender. 
 
The FTSE 100 is an index that tracks the performance of the 100 major companies trading on the London Stock Exchange. 
 
High-yield bonds are issued by below-investment-grade-rated issuers and usually offer a relatively high yield. 
 
Idiosyncratic risk is a risk which is related solely to the individual company and has no correlation with the general market risk. 
 
Inflation is the rate at which the general level of prices for goods and services is rising and, subsequently, purchasing power is falling. 
 
Investment grade (IG) refers to a credit rating from a rating agency that indicates that a bond has a relatively low risk of default. 
 
The Merrill Lynch Option Volatility Estimate (MOVE) Index reflects a market estimate of future U.S. Treasury bond yield volatility. 
 
Monetary policy focuses on controlling the supply of money with the ulterior motive of price stability, reducing unemployment, boosting growth, 
etc. (depending on the central bank's mandate). 
 
The MSCI AC World Communication Services Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets 
classified in the Communications Sercives sector. 
 
The MSCI AC World Consumer Discretionary Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets 
classified in the Consumer Discretionary sector. 
 
The MSCI AC World Consumer Staples Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets clas-
sified in the Consumer Staples sector. 
 
The MSCI AC World Energy Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed-markets classified in the Energy sector. 
 
The MSCI AC World Financials Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets classified in 
the Financial sector. 
 
The MSCI AC World Health Care Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets classified in 
the Health Care sector. 
 
The MSCI AC World Index captures large- and mid-cap companies across 23 developed- and 24 emerging-market countries. 
 
The MSCI AC World Industrials Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets classified in 
the Industrials sector. 
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The MSCI AC World Information Technology Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets 
classified in the Information Technology sector. 
 
The MSCI AC World Materials Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets classified in the 
Materials sector. 
 
The MSCI AC World Real Estate Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets classified in 
the Real Estate sector. 
The MSCI AC World Utilities Index captures large- and mid-cap securities across 23 developed- and 26 emerging-markets classified in the 
Utilities sector. 
 
The MSCI AC Asia ex Japan Index captures large- and mid-cap representation across 2 of 3 developed-market countries (excluding Japan) 
and 8 emerging-market countries in Asia. 
 
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index captures large- and mid-cap representation across 23 emerging-market countries. 
 
The MSCI Japan Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the Japanese market. 
 
The Nasdaq-100 is an equity index which contains the 100 biggest common stocks listed on the Nasdaq Stock Market. 
 
The ECB’s Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP) is a non-standard monetary-policy measure initiated in March 2020 to coun-
ter the serious risks to the monetary-policy transmission mechanism and the outlook for the Eurozone posed by the coronavirus outbreak. 
 
Quantitative easing (QE) is an unconventional monetary-policy tool, in which a central bank conducts broad-based asset purchases. 
 
In economics, a real value is adjusted for inflation. 
 
The Russell 2000 Index is an index that captures the 2,000 smallest stocks of the Russell-3000 index, which again comprises 3,000 small- 
and mid-cap U.S. listed stocks. 
 
The S&P 500 is an index that includes 500 leading U.S. companies capturing approximately 80% coverage of available U.S. market capitali-
zation. 
 
A safe-haven investment is an investment that is expected to retain or even increase its value in times of market turbulence. 
 
The Stoxx Europe 600 is an index representing the performance of 600 listed companies across 18 European countries. 
 
The Stoxx Europe Small 200 is an index representing the performance of 200 small capitalization companies across 17 European countries. 
 
The Swiss Market Index (SMI) is Switzerland's most important equity index, consisting of the 20 largest and most liquid large- and mid-cap 
stocks. 
 
Tapering is a slow, continuous reduction of the central bank's asset purchases; especially referring to the U.S. Federal Reserve. 
 
Tightening policy occurs when central banks raise the federal funds rate. 
 
Treasuries are fixed-interest U.S. government debt securities with different maturities: Treasury bills (1 year maximum), Treasury notes (2 to 
10 years), Treasury bonds (20 to 30 years) and Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) (5, 10 and 30 years). 
 
The U.S. dollar (USD) is the official currency of the United States and its overseas territories. 
 
The U.S. Federal Reserve, often referred to as "the Fed," is the central bank of the United States. 
 
Volatility is the degree of variation of a trading-price series over time. It can be used as a measure of an asset's risk. 
 
Yield is the income return on an investment referring to the interest or dividends received from a security and is usually expressed annually 
as a percentage based on the investment's cost, its current market value or its face value. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION – EMEA, APAC & LATAM 

DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and its subsidiaries under which they do business. The DWS legal entities offering products or 
services are specified in the relevant documentation. DWS, through DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA, its affiliated companies and its officers and employees 
(collectively “DWS”) are communicating this document in good faith and on the following basis. 

This document is for information/discussion purposes only and does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should 
not be treated as investment advice. 

This document is intended to be a marketing communication, not a financial analysis. Accordingly, it may not comply with legal obligations requiring the impartiality 
of financial analysis or prohibiting trading prior to the publication of a financial analysis. 

This document contains forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, 
models and hypothetical performance analysis. No representation or warranty is made by DWS as to the reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking 
statements. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

The information contained in this document is obtained from sources believed to be reliable. DWS does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness or fairness of 
such information. All third party data is copyrighted by and proprietary to the provider. DWS has no obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to 
otherwise notify the recipient in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently 
becomes inaccurate. 

Investments are subject to various risks. Detailed information on risks is contained in the relevant offering documents. 

No liability for any error or omission is accepted by DWS. Opinions and estimates may be changed without notice and involve a number of assumptions which 
may not prove valid. 

DWS does not give taxation or legal advice.  

This document may not be reproduced or circulated without DWS’s written authority.  

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country 
or other jurisdiction, including the United States, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would 
subject DWS to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction not currently met within such jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this 
document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions. 

For institutional / professional investors in Taiwan: 

This document is distributed to professional investors only and not others. Investing involves risk. The value of an investment and the income from it will fluctuate 
and investors may not get back the principal invested. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. This is a marketing communication. It is for 
informational purposes only. This document does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold any security and shall not be deemed 
an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. The views and opinions expressed herein, which are subject to change without notice, are those of 
the issuer or its affiliated companies at the time of publication. Certain data used are derived from various sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or 
completeness of the data is not guaranteed and no liability is assumed for any direct or consequential losses arising from their use. The duplication, publication, 
extraction or transmission of the contents, irrespective of the form, is not permitted. 

© 2021 DWS Investment GmbH 

Issued in the UK by DWS Investments UK Limited which is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

© 2021 DWS Investments UK Limited 

In Hong Kong, this document is issued by DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited. The content of this document has not been reviewed by the Securities and 
Futures Commission. 

© 2021 DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited 

In Singapore, this document is issued by DWS Investments Singapore Limited. The content of this document has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore. 

© 2021 DWS Investments Singapore Limited 

In Australia, this document is issued by DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN: 52 074 599 401) (AFSL 499640). The content of this document has not been 
reviewed by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission. 

© 2021 DWS Investments Australia Limited  

as of 12/1/21; 082325_9 (12/2021) 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION – NORTH AMERICA 

The brand DWS represents DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and any of its subsidiaries, such as DWS Distributors, Inc., which offers investment products, or 
DWS Investment Management Americas Inc. and RREEF America L.L.C., which offer advisory services. 

This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any investor. Before making an invest-
ment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of an investment adviser, whether the investments and strategies described or provided 
by DWS, are appropriate, in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this document is for information/dis-
cussion purposes only and does not and is not intended to constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction or the basis for any 
contract to purchase or sell any security, or other instrument, or for DWS to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information 
contained herein and should not be treated as giving investment advice. DWS, including its subsidiaries and affiliates, does not provide legal, tax or accounting 
advice. This communication was prepared solely in connection with the promotion or marketing, to the extent permitted by applicable law, of the transaction or 
matter addressed herein, and was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be relied upon, by any taxpayer for the purposes of avoiding any U.S. federal 
tax penalties. The recipient of this communication should seek advice from an independent tax advisor regarding any tax matters addressed herein based on its 
particular circumstances. Investments with DWS are not guaranteed, unless specified. Although information in this document has been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness, and it should not be relied upon as such. All opinions and estimates herein, 
including forecast returns, reflect our judgment on the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and involve a number of assumptions which may 
not prove valid. 

Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, counterparty risk, possible delays in repayment and loss of income and 
principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may not recover the amount originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, 
substantial fluctuations of the value of the investment are possible even over short periods of time. Further, investment in international markets can be affected 
by a host of factors, including political or social conditions, diplomatic relations, limitations or removal of funds or assets or imposition of (or change in) exchange 
control or tax regulations in such markets. Additionally, investments denominated in an alternative currency will be subject to currency risk, changes in exchange 
rates which may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of the investment. This document does not identify all the risks (direct and indirect) or other 
considerations which might be material to you when entering into a transaction. The terms of an investment may be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, 
including risk considerations, contained in the Offering Documents. When making an investment decision, you should rely on the final documentation relating to 
the investment and not the summary contained in this document. 

This publication contains forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, 
models and hypothetical performance analysis. The forward looking statements expressed constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of this material. Forward 
looking statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/or consideration of different or additional factors 
could have a material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained herein. No representation 
or warranty is made by DWS as to the reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking statements or to any other financial information contained herein. 
We assume no responsibility to advise the recipients of this document with regard to changes in our views. 

No assurance can be given that any investment described herein would yield favorable investment results or that the investment objectives will be achieved. Any 
securities or financial instruments presented herein are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) unless specifically noted, and are not 
guaranteed by or obligations of DWS or its affiliates. We or our affiliates or persons associated with us may act upon or use material in this report prior to 
publication. DB may engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views discussed herein. Opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions 
expressed by departments or other divisions or affiliates of DWS. This document may not be reproduced or circulated without our written authority. The manner 
of circulation and distribution of this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. This document is not directed to, or intended for 
distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, including the United 
States, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject DWS to any registration or licensing 
requirement within such jurisdiction not currently met within such jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform 
themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results; nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation or warranty as to future performance. Further 
information is available upon investor’s request. All third party data (such as MSCI, S&P & Bloomberg) are copyrighted by and proprietary to the provider. 

For Investors in Canada: No securities commission or similar authority in Canada has reviewed or in any way passed upon this document or the merits of the 
securities described herein and any representation to the contrary is an offence.  This document is intended for discussion purposes only and does not create 
any legally binding obligations on the part of DWS Group. Without limitation, this document does not constitute an offer, an invitation to offer or a recommendation 
to enter into any transaction. When making an investment decision, you should rely solely on the final documentation relating to the transaction you are consid-
ering, and not the [document – may need to identify] contained herein. DWS Group is not acting as your financial adviser or in any other fiduciary capacity with 
respect to any transaction presented to you.  Any transaction(s) or products(s) mentioned herein may not be appropriate for all investors and before entering into 
any transaction you should take steps to ensure that you fully understand such transaction(s) and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness 
of the transaction(s) in the light of your own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such transaction. You should 
also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in making this assessment. If you decide to enter into a transaction with DWS Group you do so in reliance 
on your own judgment. The information contained in this document is based on material we believe to be reliable; however, we do not represent that it is accurate, 
current, complete, or error free. Assumptions, estimates and opinions contained in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and are 
subject to change without notice. Any projections are based on a number of assumptions as to market conditions and there can be no guarantee that any projected 
results will be achieved. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. The distribution of this document and availability of these products and services in 
certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. You may not distribute this document, in whole or in part, without our express written permission. 

For investors in Bermuda: This is not an offering of securities or interests in any product. Such securities may be offered or sold in Bermuda only in compliance 
with the provisions of the Investment Business Act of 2003 of Bermuda which regulates the sale of securities in Bermuda. Additionally, non-Bermudian persons 
(including companies) may not carry on or engage in any trade or business in Bermuda unless such persons are permitted to do so under applicable Bermuda 
legislation.    

© 2021 DWS Investment GmbH, Mainzer Landstraße 11-17, 60329 Frankfurt am Main, Germany.  

All rights reserved. 

as of 12/1/21; 082326_9 (12/2021) 

 


